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Notices

Lanius: How did you know you wanted to be a mathematician?
Arroyo: I have always loved solving math problems!
Math was always my favorite subject in school starting in
first grade. I knew I wanted to focus on math as a career
the day I learned about vector spaces in a linear algebra
class when I was an undergraduate. I thought vector spaces
were so cool!
Lanius: Who encouraged or inspired you?
Arroyo: I am thankful to have been encouraged by
many people. My family has always been encouraging
me to fulfill my dreams. Many teachers along the way
and Professor Ralph Cohen, my undergraduate advisor
at Stanford University, and Professor Jim Renegar, my
PhD advisor at Cornell University, taught me not only a
lot about math but also instilled me with confidence to
continue to the next level.
Lanius: How would you describe your work to a graduate student?
Arroyo: I am a member of the Applied Mathematics
Group within Boeing Research and Technology. I spend a
lot of my time partnering with internal Boeing engineers
to develop mathematical algorithms and tools that are
used to reduce costs and improve product designs. For
example, I recently have been working with Boeing’s Supplier Management organization to develop optimization
algorithms and tools that are used to reduce contracting
costs. I also spend time developing algorithms and tools
that can be used across Boeing. For example, I developed
a non-smooth convex optimization algorithm that has
been used in a number of application areas from air traffic
management to multi-sensor multi-source data fusion. I
also spend time leading projects and establishing technical direction for Boeing’s applied research in operations
research. Finally, I spend time mentoring and teaching to
expand the Boeing use and value of operations research.
When developing algorithms and tools with internal
Boeing customers, I get involved in all aspects of the
mathematical problem solving process from defining
problem requirements, developing mathematical problem
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formulations, constructing and implementing algorithms,
delivering tools, and supporting analysis.
Lanius: Do you have a favorite past project you could
share with us?
Arroyo: I am fortunate to have been involved in a lot of
exciting projects over the years developing algorithms and
tools to solve problems across Boeing in areas including
airline scheduling, supply chain, transportation scheduling, production scheduling, communication networks,
sensor scheduling, and aerial refueling tanker scheduling.
A recent favorite project of mine is my work with
Supplier Management organizations at Boeing. We have
teamed together to develop optimization algorithms and
methods that have been used and are being used to reduce Boeing's contracting costs for items including raw
materials and airplane fasteners. I have enjoyed working
closely with the Supplier Management team to understand
the details of the problems to determine the appropriate models and algorithms to develop to reduce costs.
Together we have changed the way Supplier Management
approaches contracting and other analytical problems.
Seeing mathematics provide value to Boeing is extremely
exciting to me!
Lanius: What is a typical workday like?
Arroyo: My days vary quite a bit, depending on my
current projects and their states. For example, if I am in
requirements and problem formulation stages or tool delivery and analysis stages of an internal customer project,
I will tend to have a few more meetings with my Boeing
customers than usual. During algorithm development and
implementation phases of projects, I will have fewer meetings and will spend more time working on project aspects
including algorithm and code development. Overall, I
spend a fair amount of my time working individually and
guiding and brainstorming with teammates to develop
solutions to technical problems.
Lanius: What is the work culture like at Boeing?
Arroyo: The Applied Mathematics Group has 43 members across Seattle, Washington; Huntsville, Alabama; and
Charleston, South Carolina, with over 60% having a PhD
in a mathematics related field (e.g., applied and computational mathematics, operations research, statistics).
Projects assignments are made to maximize the value of
the work being done by the Applied Mathematics Group.
However, individual career goals and technical and application interests are also taken into account when possible.
Overall, there is flexibility in choosing the projects on
which we work when possible, especially when you have
led in establishing them.
Many of our customer projects result from extension of
existing projects. New projects often result from organizations hearing about the successful work of the Applied
Mathematics Group and from our internal marketing. We
also have a Math Hotline where Boeing employees can get
a few hours of mathematical consulting. We often are able
to solve the problems within a few hours, and many times
the connection leads to a longer-term project.
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Lanius: How do you balance career and outside
interests?
Arroyo: This is an on-going question that I hope
someone will answer for me! Spending time on a career
typically means less time than desired with outside interests. Overall, I make sure I am focused while working to
maximize my productivity and, thus, time available for
outside interests.
Lanius: What advice do you have for graduate students?
Arroyo: While determining your career goals,
be open and learn as much
as you can about industrial
career options as early in
your studies as possible.
Talk with faculty working
with industry to learn about
their experiences and ideas
for other avenues to learn
more. Utilize information
about industrial careers on
professional society web
sites including SIAM, INFORMS, and The BIG Math Network1. In addition, even if you are fairly sure you would
like a career in academia, try to get an industrial internship early in your program, ideally at a company involved
in applied mathematical-related research. The experience
could expose you to new research areas of interest and
future collaborations in your career in academia and might
even cause you to choose an industrial career!
Lanius: Any final comments or advice?
Arroyo: Be true to yourself when establishing your
career goals. Be flexible in how you achieve them and engage in continuous learning along the way. Finally, enjoy
the journey!

Be open and
learn as much
as you can
about industrial
career options.
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